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Abstract
Repetitive substructures in two-dimensional arrays emerge in speeding up searches and have been
recently studied also independently in an attempt to parallel some of the classical derivations concern-
ing repetitions in strings. The present paper focuses on repetitions in two dimensions that manifest
themselves in form of two “tandem” occurrences of a same primitive rectangular patternWwhere the
two replicas touch each other with either one side or corner. Being primitive here means thatW cannot
be expressed in turn by repeated tiling of another array. The main result of the paper is an O(n3 log n)
algorithm for detecting all “side-sharing” repetitions in an n × n array. This is optimal, based on
bounds on the number of such repetitions established in previous work. With easy adaptations, these
constructions lead to an equally optimal, O(n4) algorithm for repetitions of the second type.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The characterization and detection of repetitive structures arise in a variety of appli-
cations. In strings, the notions of a repetition or square, i.e., two consecutive occurrences
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of a same word, are intermingled with the dawn of language theory and combinatorics on
strings. Long after A. Thue proved the existence of indeﬁnitely long “square-free” strings
over an alphabet of 3 symbols or more [22,23], optimal O(n log n) work serial and paral-
lel algorithms were developed to detect all squares in a string as well as for some related
applications (see, e.g., [3,4,6,7,14,15,19]).
In recent years, efforts have beenmade at generalizing clever string searching techniques,
notions and results to structures of higher dimensions, particularly two-dimensional arrays.
This is naturally driven by the many applications to pattern recognition, low level image
processing, computer vision and, more recently, multimedia. The basic problem consists
of ﬁnding all occurrences of an m × m array called the pattern in an n × n array called
the text. Texts and patterns can be considered here as “bit-map” images, represented by
matrices of pixels and stored in a database. Like with strings, efﬁcient solutions rest heavily
on deﬁning, classifying and studying the possible periodicities in two-dimensional arrays
(see [1,17,18,2,13]). Consequently, two-dimensional periodicities and related notions have
been brought about and studied in this context.
Comparatively less has been done about two-dimensional extensions of the notions of
square and repetition. In a recent work [5], a two-dimensional repetition called a tandem
is deﬁned as a conﬁguration consisting of two occurrences of the same (primitive) block
that touch each other with one side or corner. Being primitive for a block means that it
cannot be expressed itself by repetitive placement of another block. In the present paper we
propose optimal O(n3 log n) and O(n4) time algorithms to detect all positioned tandems
respectively of the ﬁrst and second kind in an array. The algorithm lends itself to a natural
parallelization, as seen in [9,10].
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we formalize our notions and
recall basic previous results. Section 3 is devoted to the description of the algorithm. Open
problems and plans of future work are given in the last section, particularly regarding
relation and possible applications of combinatorics on words to studies on digital planes in
the framework of digital geometry.
2. Basic deﬁnitions and facts
Let  be a ﬁnite alphabet of symbols. A two-dimensional array (or 2D array, for short)
on  is any m× n rectangular array X[0 . . . m− 1, 0 . . . n− 1] with m> 1 rows and n> 1
columns. Any rectangular sub-array of X is a block. An element of X at the point (i, j) is
denoted by X(i, j).
Deﬁnition 1. AnarrayX isprimitive if it cannot be partitioned into non-overlapping replicas
of some blockW, i.e., if setting
X =
W . . . W
. . . . . . . . .
W . . . W
,
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Fig. 1. The two basic types of tandems.
where X has k rows and l columns, implies k = 1, l = 1. Furthermore, X is vertically (resp.
horizontally) primitive if it cannot be represented in the form
X =
W
. . .
W
(resp. X = W . . . W ),
for some blockW = X.
Deﬁnition 2. Given a 2D array X, a tandem in X is a conﬁguration consisting of two
occurrences of the same primitive block W that touch each other along one side or at a
corner.
There are two basic families of tandems, respectively referred to here as tandems of Type
1 and Type 2 and corresponding to the conﬁgurations depicted in Fig. 1(a) and (b), each with
its 90◦ rotations. BlockW is called the root of the tandem.We call an array tandem-free if it
does not contain any tandem.We will say that a conﬁguration like those in Fig. 1 is a verti-
cal (respectively, horizontal) tandem if its root is vertically (resp., horizontally) primitive.
Clearly, one such conﬁguration is a tandem if and only if it happens to be simultaneously a
vertical and horizontal tandem.
Tight bounds for the number of tandems in an array are given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Apostolico and Brimkoov [5]). An n × n array can contain (n3 log n)
tandems of Type 1 and(n4) tandems of Type 2, where= (1+√5)/2 is the golden ratio.
More details about tandems are found in [5].
3. The algorithm
To facilitate the understanding of our algorithm, we begin by outlining the sequential
implementation of a parallel algorithm in [4]. That algorithm detects all squares in a string
S[1 . . . n], and it consists of 
log2 n stages. In stage number , 0
log2 n − 1, the
algorithm looks only for repetitions xx, such that 2l − 1 |x|< 2l+1 − 1, where l = 2.
For this, the input string S[1 . . . n] is partitioned into consecutive blocks of length l. For
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every block B=S[P . . . P + l− 1] a sub-stage is performed to check whether there is any
repetition xx hinged on B, i.e., such that B is fully contained in the ﬁrst copy of x.
The occurrences of B in the block S[P + 2l − 1 . . . P + 5l − 3] are found by linear
string searching. Let p1<p2< · · ·<pr be the indices of these occurrences. Clearly, for
each repetition xx hinged on B there must be an occurrence of B at position P + |x|. For
each pi , one can test in O(l) operations whether there is any repetition xx that is hinged
on B and such that |x| = pi − P .
If no repetition is discovered throughout the stages, then the string is square-free. For every
repetition xx discovered by a stage, it must be veriﬁed that this is a square, i.e., that the root
x is a primitive string. This can be done by linearly searching for the second occurrence of x
in xx. In order to achieve optimal time and work performance, various structural properties
of repetitions in a string are explored and put to use in [4]. In our derivations we follow the
general idea of the above square detection algorithm and make use of a number of lemmas,
suitably adapted to the 2D case.
Our algorithm uses as a subroutine the 2D pattern matching algorithm by Galil and Park
[17,18], hereafter referred to as GP. In this scheme, anm1×m2 pattern is ﬁrst preprocessed
in O(m1m2) time, and then its occurrences in an n1×n2 array are detected in O(n1n2) time.
Some other more or less recurring parts in our algorithm admit of a simple and independent
description. Two such ingredients are described below.
Procedure 1 (Reducing a 2D array to a string with the same periodicity).
Given an m × n array B, one can determine its horizontal periodicity, as follows. We
consider the array
U = , composed by two horizontally adjacent copies of B.
Then we look for the ﬁrst occurrence of B in U. This can be done by GP in O(mn) time.
If there is no such occurrence other than the ﬁrst occurrence in the beginning of U, then
U is horizontally primitive. Otherwise, the column index of the ﬁrst match determines the
horizontal period ofU. Nowwe can associate withU a string u¯whose periodicity is identical
to the horizontal periodicity of U. The overall time complexity of this procedure is clearly
O(mn).
The following simple procedure organizes a data structure that is particularly useful in
searching 2D repetitions.
Procedure 2 (Arranging an array). Consider anm×n array Uwith rows u1, u2, . . . , um.
LetU1, U2, . . . , Um be subarrays ofU, composed by the rows {u1}, {u1, u2}, . . ., {u1, u2, . . .
, um}, respectively. Using Procedure 1, we consecutively checkwhether these sub-arrays are
primitive or determine their periods otherwise. For any particular sub-array Ui , 1 im,
this is done in O(in) time. Clearly, if a sub-array Ui0 is horizontally primitive, then all
sub-arrays Ui with i > i0 are horizontally primitive, too. The periodicity of all the arrays
considered is thus determined in O((1+ 2+ · · · +m)n)= O(m2n) time overall.
Finally, with every arrayUi we associate a string u¯i of n characters chosen from a suitable
“super-alphabet” and such that u¯i has the same periodicity as the horizontal periodicity of
Ui .
We will call the set of strings {u¯1, u¯2, . . . , u¯m} an arrangement of the array U.
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In the rest of this section we establish the following main result.
Theorem 2. There is an optimal algorithm for detecting all tandems in an n× n array A.
The algorithm ﬁnds all tandems of Type 1 in O(n3 log n) time, and all tandems of Type 2 in
O(n4) time.
We prove Theorem 2 by exhibiting a tandem detection algorithm with the stated com-
plexity.We limit details to the search of tandems of Type 1. The description of the algorithm
for tandems of Type 2 is equally lengthy but otherwise quite similar, so that it shall be left
for an exercise. Before proceeding, notice that testing A for the existence of Type 1 tandems
is trivial. In fact, A contains a tandem of this type if and only if some of its rows or columns
contain squares. A row can be tested in O(n log n) time by some of the existing optimal
square-freedom tests, whence tandem-freedom can be tested on A in O(n2 log n) time over-
all. Also, while our tandem detection algorithm results in part from a prudent orchestration
of serialized routines of the square detection algorithm from [4], it differs substantially from
that one, in that most of the work here is to cope with the somewhat subtle interplay between
horizontal and vertical repetitive structures. For one thing, that algorithm does not need to
preprocess the whole textstring, while in the approach to be described here the entire array
is preprocessed, and this is followed by 
log n additional stages. This makes the algorithm
readily adapted for an optimal and optimally fast parallelization, e.g., on a CRCW.We now
begin the description of our algorithm.
3.1. Preprocessing
In this phase, the algorithm performs the preprocessing of GP. Through it, the array A
is preprocessed and, as a result, an arrayWit of witnesses for A is computed. We recall the
basic notions of witness as originally introduced in [24] and subsequently extended to two
dimensions in [1,17,18]. Assume then to be given two copies of a string y, reciprocally
aligned in such a way that the top copy is displaced, say, d positions ahead of the bottom
one. A witness for d, if it exists, is any pair of mismatching characters between the two
superimposed copies of y.Awitness table provides, for each dwhere this is true, a mismatch
proving the incompatibility of two overlapping replicas of y at a distance of d. The notion
of a witness generalizes naturally to higher dimensions. In two dimensions, two witness
tables were introduced in [1] as follows.WitnessWit(i, j) for an array A is any point (p, q)
such that A(i + p, j + q) does not match A(i, j) or else it is 0. Note that, given an array
A, there are essentially only two ways of superposition for one of the two copies onto the
other. These consist, respectively, of shifting one of the copies towards the right and bottom
or towards the right and top, of the other. These two families correspond to two witness
tables based on whether i < 0 or i0. In [17,18] it was shown how to build the witness
table of an m×m pattern in time O(m2).
3.2. Stage
The stages are indexed by pairs (1, 2), where 01
log n−1, 02
log n−1.
For deﬁniteness, we assume 12. We look for tandems of the form T = , the
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case where T = being symmetric. The operation of the stage is as follows. First, we
detect all repetitions of the formX = , where X is an array of size compatible with
the stage index; after that, we test which of these are tandems. For this, we need to solve
a set of 2D pattern matching problems. The latter are reduced to 1D problems, in order to
achieve a better efﬁciency.
More into details, consider stage number (1, 2) and assume for generality that 1, 2 =
0. The algorithm looks for repetitions of the form , whereW is an w1 ×w2 array,
such that 2l1 − 1w1< 2l1+1 − 1, 2l2 − 1w2< 2l2+1 − 1, l1 = 21 , l2 = 22 . We
partition A into n/l1 × n/l2 = n2/(l1 l2) blocks of size l1 × l2 . Let B =A[P1 . . . P1 +
l1 − 1, P2 . . . P2 + l2 − 1] be a block of the partition and T a tandem of the required size,
whose left root fully contains B. Then we say that T is hinged on B.
For every block B we perform then a sub-stage, with every sub-stage consisting of two
rounds, respectively, called Round 1 or “horizontal round”, andRound 2 or “vertical round”.
The task of Round 1 is to detect all horizontal tandems, while that of Round 2 is to certify
those among them which are also vertical tandems.
The details of the rounds are given next. Occasionally, a horizontal repetition will be
addressed by the position where it is centered. For a repetition X = having i and
j as its respective ﬁrst row and column, and a root length of q, the center is deﬁned to be
the point (i, j + q).
3.2.1. Round 1: the horizontal round
The ﬁrst action performed is to process the block B row by row so as to compute, in
O(l1 l2) time, a sub-arrayWitB ⊆Wit of witnesses for B.
Next, we search horizontally for occurrences of B in the array A¯=A[P1 . . . P1+ l1 −1,
P2 + 2l2 − 1 . . . P2 + 5l2 − 3]. Given the sub-array of witnessesWitB , we can ﬁnd all the
horizontal occurrences of B in O(l1 l2) time, by applying the search phase of GP.
If no occurrence of B is detected, then no tandem of the required size hinges on B.
Otherwise, let p1< · · ·<pr denote the horizontal indices of these occurrences. We handle
the cases r = 1 and r > 1 separately.
Case r = 1. Let B ′ be the replica of B in A¯, with upper-left corner coordinates (P1, P ′2).
Without loss of generality we assume P1 l1 − 1.
Repetition detection. First, we consider the rows corresponding to the blocksB andB ′.As
in the string square detection algorithm in [4] we determine, for every row i, P1 iP1 +
l1 − 1, the two indices iL and iR, which are deﬁned as follows. With l′ = P ′2 − P2, iL
(resp., iR) is the largest (resp., smallest) index in the range P2+ l2 − 1iP ′2, such that
A[i, P2 + l2 . . . iL] =A[i, P2 + l2 + l′ . . . iL + l′] (resp., A[i, iR . . . P ′2 − 1] =A[i, iR −
l′ . . . P2 − 1]). Finding iL and iR takes O(l2) operations by fast string searching. We then
compute L = minP1+l1−1i=P1 iLand R = max
P1+l1−1
i=P1 
i
R. If L + 1< R, then this implies
that there is no repetition of the required size, and thus we stop. Otherwise, we consider the
rows above and below B and B ′.
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Fig. 2. Illustrating the horizontal round. The marked points have coordinates: M1 = (P1, P2),
M2 = (P1, P2 + l2 − 1), M3 = (P1, P ′2), M4 = (P1, P ′2 + l2 − 1), where P ′2 = P2 + l′. The points z1,
z2, z3, and z4 have as second coordinate R − l′, R, L, and L + l′, respectively.
For every row with number i, P1 − l1 + 1 iP1 − 1, we check if A[i, P2 . . . P2 +
l2 − 1] = A[i, P ′2 . . . P ′2 + l2 − 1]. Next, we determine the smallest i = i0 for which
this equality holds. Analogously, for every i, P1 + l1 iP1 + 5l1 − 3, we check
if A[i, P2 . . . P2 + l2 − 1] = A[i, P ′2 . . . P ′2 + l2 − 1], and ﬁnd the largest i = im for
which an equality holds. For every segment of length l2 lying between the columns de-
termined by B and B ′, and occurring at a row k such that i0kP1 − 1, or a row l
such that P1 + l1 l im, we deﬁne now the indices kL and kR, and lL and lR, anal-
ogous to those above. For every k, i0kP1 − 1, we determine in O(k) time the in-
dices ¯kR := max{1R, . . . , kR} and ¯kL := min{1L, . . . , kL}. The total cost of this part is
O(1 + 2 + · · · + i0) = O(i20 ) = O(l21). Next, we check for every k whether ¯
k
R< ¯
k
L + 1.
This is done in O(l2) time for any choice of k, and thus takes O(l1 l2) time overall.
At each k where this inequality holds we set a ﬂag yk = 1. Next, we ﬁnd the small-
est k = k0 for which yk = 1, which takes O(l1) time. Analogously, we determine the
corresponding largest row index l0 for the rows below B and B ′. If now ¯
k0
L < R and/or
¯
k0
R > L, we can neglect the rows above B and B ′, since they cannot partake in tandems
of a size eligible for this stage. The same goes for the rows below B and B ′, provided
that¯l0L < R and/or ¯
l0
R > L. If this is not the case, set ˜
k
R =max{R, ¯kR}, ˜
k
L =min{L, ¯kL},
˜
l
R = max{R, ¯lR}, ˜
k
L = min{L, ¯kL}. This identiﬁes a domain R of horizontal string rep-
etitions of viable sizes (more precisely, the domain of points where such repetitions are
centered; see Fig. 2). Domain R is delimited by the rows k0 and l0, and by the columns
˜
k
R and ˜
k
L, ˜
l
R, and ˜
l
L for each row. The cardinality of the set of points in the domain R is
O(l1 l2), hence the cardinality of the set of all repetitions associated with this domain is
O(l21 l2).
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Fig. 3. Illustrating the certiﬁcation of horizontal tandems: the arrays D1, D2, D′1, and DB1 .
Horizontal tandem certiﬁcation.We need now to decide which repetitions among those
centered in R are horizontal tandems. Let c′k0 and c
′
l0
be arbitrary columns respectively
falling between ˜
k0
R and ˜
k0
L and ˜
l0
R and ˜
l0
L . Consider the domain D which consists of two
adjacent rectangular arrays D1 and D2 of equal length P ′2 − P2 (see Fig. 3). Array D1
contains rows numbered k0, k0 − 1, . . . , P1 + l1 − 1, ending at the column c′k0 . Array
D2 has rows P1 + l1 , P1 + l1 + 2, . . . , l0, ending at column c′l0 . The domain D1 con-
sists of two parts: a sub-array D′1 including the ﬁrst k0 rows of D1, and a sub-arrayDB1
consisting of the remaining rows of D1, corresponding to the blocks B and B ′. We re-
number the rows of D′1 beginning at the row P1 − 1, which gets labeled u1, to row k0,
labeled uk¯ , where k¯ = P1 − k0 − 1. Similarly, the rows of D2 are re-labeled by v1, . . . , vl¯ ,
where l¯ = l0 − P1 − l1 . We obtain the array of witnesses for DB1 from the array Wit,
in O(l1 l2) time, and then, using Procedure 1, test within the same time whether D
B
1
is horizontally primitive. If DB1 is primitive, then the roots of all string repetitions cen-
tered in the domain R are horizontally primitive. Otherwise, Procedure 1 ﬁnds the smallest
period of DB1 , whereby DB1 essentially collapses to a string of length P ′2 − P2 having
the same periodicity structure as the horizontal periodicity of DB1 . All of this is done in
O(l1 l2).
Consider now the arrays D′1 and D2. For simplicity, we re-number the rows of D′1 from
row P1 − 1, which becomes u1, to row k0, now labeled uk¯ . The rows of D2 are re-labeled
analogously v1, . . . , vl¯ .
We now arrange D′1 and D2 using Procedure 2. We consecutively check whether
the implied sub-arrays U1, U2, . . . , Uk¯ and V1, V2, . . . , Vl¯ are primitive or determine their
periods otherwise, in O(i × l2) time. (If a sub-array Ui0 is horizontally primitive, then
clearly so are all sub-arrays Ui with i > i0.) The periodicity of all the arrays considered
is thus determined in O(1 + 2 + · · · + k¯ + 1 + 2 + · · · + l¯)l2 = O((k¯2 + l¯2)l2) time
overall.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the algorithm. In both ﬁgures r=P2− l2 , s=P2+5l2 −3. (a) The (j− i)×(6l2 −2)-array
Rij . (b) The 3× (6l2 − 2)-array R¯ij .
For every array Ui (resp. Vj ), Procedure 1 determines a string u¯i (resp. v¯j ) of length
P ′2 − P2 and with the same periodicity as the horizontal periodicity of the corresponding
array. We also associate with the array
A[P1 . . . P1 + l1 − 1, P2 − l2 . . . P2 + 5l2 − 3]
a string w¯ with the same length and periodicity as the horizontal periodicity of the array.
Next we test for primitiveness all possible repetitions with appropriate vertical dimension
and center in the domain R.With an arbitrary such repetitionRij having ﬁrst row i, 1 i k¯,
and last row j, 1j l¯, we associate a (3× (P ′2 − P2))-array R¯ij consisting of the strings
u¯i , v¯j , and w¯ deﬁned above. (See Fig. 4. If Rij does not contain a row fromD′1 or fromD2
then R¯ij reduces to a (2× (P ′2−P2))-array.) The arraysD1 andD2 have the same length as
Rij and they end inside the domain R. Therefore, R¯ij has the same periodicity as Rij , and
R¯ij is primitive if and only if Rij is primitive. For every R¯ij , we check if it is horizontally
primitive in the same way as it was done for the arrays DB1 , Ui , and Vj . The total cost of
this procedure is thus O((k¯2 + l¯2)l2). The cardinality of the set S of all horizontal tandems
of this kind for the substage is O(l21 l2).
Case r > 1: Given two arrays X andX′ of the same size, we will say that X is a horizontal
rotation of X′ if X = and X′ = for some sub-arrays V and W. A
sequence of horizontal repetitions which consists of consecutive horizontal rotations of the
same repetition will be called a horizontal family. In our primitivity test we make use of
two known facts (see, e.g., [4]) on string periodicities that adapt straightforwardly to the
2D case considered here.
Lemma 1. A horizontal family of repetitions contains a horizontal tandem if and only if
all the horizontal repetitions in the family are horizontal tandems.
This lemma implies that if we manage to certify that one horizontal repetition in a family
is a horizontal tandem, then all the repetitions in this family must be horizontal tandems,
too.
Lemma 2. The sequence {qi} of occurrences of B in an array with a horizontal length l2/2
is an arithmetic progression with difference q, where q is the length of the horizontal period
of B.
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We now describe a generic phase, involving occurrences of B at positions q1< · · ·<qk ,
where {qi} is a subsequence of the sequence of all occurrences that fall within a block of
horizontal length l2/2. Set B¯=A[P1 . . . P1+ l1 − 1, q1 . . . qk + l2 − 1] and consider the
rows P1− l1 + 1, . . . , P1− 1 between the columns P2 and P2 + l2 − 1.We re-label these
rows, beginningwith rowP1−1, which is labeled u′1, and ending at rowP1−l1+1, labeled
u′¯
k
, where k¯= l1−2. Denote byU ′ the array composed by these rows.We similarly re-label
the same rows between the columns q1 and qk + l2 − 1, thus obtaining a set u′′1, . . . , u′′¯k ,
forming an array U ′′. Finally, we re-label the rows from P1 + l1 to P1 + 4l1 − 3, thereby
obtaining the sets v′1, . . . , v ′¯l and v
′′
1 , . . . , v
′′¯
l
, with l¯ = j0 − P1 − l1 and arrays V ′ and V ′′,
respectively.
Let q be the period length of B. By Lemma 2, q is the difference of the arithmetic
progression {qi}. We extend the periodicity of B and B¯ to the left and to the right to
positions L, R and L, R, respectively. For this, we extend the periodicity for every row
i to positions iL, 
i
R and 
i
L, 
i
R, respectively, and then set L =maxiiL, R =miniiR and
L =maxiiL, R =miniiR. This takes O(l1 l2) time.
Following terminology introduced in [4], we call the indices L, R, L, and R deﬁned if
P2− (qk −p2)+ l2L, R<q1+ l2 , P2L, R< 2qk −P2, and undeﬁned otherwise.
The following easy 2D variants of lemmas in [4] reveal that only deﬁned indices are of
interest.
Lemma 3. If one of R and L is deﬁned, then so is the other one, and R − Lq. If
both R and L are undeﬁned, then none of the repetitions hinged on B is a horizontal
tandem.
The next lemma characterizes certain horizontal repetitions in the case when both R and
L are deﬁned. A repetition of this type is called synchronized horizontal repetition.
Lemma 4. If both R and L are deﬁned, then:
(1) Repetitions that are hinged on B and centered at positions (m, h) with hL,may exist
only if L is deﬁned. These repetitions constitute a family of repetitions that correspond
to the difference qi −P2, provided that there exists some qi such that L−L=qi −P2.
(2) Repetitions that are hinged on B and centered at positions (m, h)with R<h,may exist
only if R is deﬁned. These repetitions constitute a family of repetitions that correspond
to the difference qj −P2, provided that there exists some qi such that R−R=qi−P2.
If R< L, then repetitions whose center (m, h) satisﬁes R<hL may exist only if both
L and R are deﬁned and R − R = L − L.
The last lemma implies that there can be at most two repetitions that have to be veriﬁed
and certiﬁed to be horizontal tandems. Note, however, that some horizontal tandems may
be missed since Lemma 4 does not cover all possibilities. If L< R, there may exist
unsynchronized repetitions the centers (m, h) of which obey the condition L<hR. The
next lemma characterizes these repetitions and shows that if such repetitions exist, then they
must be horizontal tandems.
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Lemma 5. Let R and L be deﬁned and let R< L. Then there might be a family of
horizontal repetitions associated with each of the differences l = qi − P2, with centers at
positions (m, h), such that L<hR. The repetitions in every such family are horizontal
tandems, and they are centered at positions (m, h)withmax(L+l, L)<h min(R, R−
l). Any such family is not empty if and only if l <min(R − L, R − L).
Let B0 and B¯0 denote the respective extensions of B and B¯. We determine when the
indices L, R, L, and R are deﬁned or undeﬁned. We also determine the indices L and
R for the arrays B0 and B¯0, respectively.
Nowwe apply Procedure 2 to arrange the arraysU ′,U ′′,V ′, andV ′′ deﬁned above.During
the computation, we obtain respective sets of arrays U ′1, U ′2, . . . , U ′¯k , U
′′
1 , U
′′
2 , . . . , U
′′
k¯
,
V ′1, V ′2, . . . , V ′¯l , and V
′′
1 , V
′′
2 , . . . , V
′′
l¯
. For a particular pair of arrays U ′i , U ′′i , 1 i k¯, we
extend the periodicity of U ′i and U ′′i to the left and right to positions 
i
L, 
i
R and 
i
L,
i
R,
respectively. Then, we detect which of these parameters are deﬁned. As for the pair B, B¯,
this can be done in O(il2) time. The same holds for the pairs V
′
j , V
′′
j , 1j l¯. The entire
process takes thus O(l21 l2) time.
Let U˜ ′i , U˜ ′′i , and V˜ ′j , V˜ ′′j be the respective extensions of U ′i , U ′′i , and V ′j , V ′′j . For every
pair U˜ ′i , U˜ ′′i (resp. V˜ ′j , V˜ ′′j ), we deﬁne the indices iL and iR (resp. jL, jR), and determine the
strings u¯i ,v¯j , and w¯ as in Case 1. In what follows, we will use w¯B to denote the restriction
of string w¯ to the block B.
With this preparation, what is left in order to complete the horizontal tandem detection
algorithm is to determine the horizontal families of repetitions and to detect which ones
among them expose families of tandems.
Let (i, i′) be an arbitrary pair of eligible row numbers, 1 i k¯, 1 i′ l¯. Consider the
array Rii′ with ﬁrst row i and last row i′, and with ﬁrst column P2 − l2 and last column
P2 + 5l2 − 3. We associate with Rii′ a (3 × 6l2)-array R¯ii′ consisting of the strings
u¯i , v¯i′ , and w¯ deﬁned above. (If Rii′ does not contain a row below or above B then R¯ii′
will be a (2 × 6l2)-array.) Let R¯Bii′ denote the restriction of R¯ii′ on B. We ﬁnd the period
qii′ of R¯Bii′ using the search phase of GP, determine the values 
ii′
L = max{iL, i
′
L, L},
ii
′
R =min{iR, i
′
R, R}, ii
′
L =max{iL, i
′
L, L}, and ii
′
R =min{iR, i
′
R, R}, and verify which
of these indices are deﬁned or undeﬁned, as discussed above. Note that if one of the indices
iL, 
i′
L, or L is deﬁned then 
ii′
L is deﬁned, too. The same holds for the -indices. Similarly,
we ﬁnd the indices ii
′
L and 
ii′
L .
Next, we test for primitiveness the repetitions that are hinged on B and whose ﬁrst
and last rows are numbered by i and i′, respectively. We divide the procedure into phases
depending on the length of the period qii′ . If this length is greater than l2/2, then in
this phase there can be tandems only of length q1 − P2, and we proceed as in the case
r = 1. Otherwise, using the value ii′R , we can check if there is a second occurrence
of the string w¯B in w¯. If there is no such an occurrence, we proceed as in Case 1.
Otherwise, we can detect the corresponding families of horizontal tandems, using the
indices ii
′
L , 
ii′
L , 
ii′
L , 
ii′
R , 
ii′
L , and 
ii′
R . Essentially, this requires applying the square de-
tection algorithm in [4] to the resulting 1D problem. This completes the description of
Round 1.
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3.2.2. Round 2: the vertical round
In this round we test whether the roots of the horizontal tandems discovered in Round
1 are vertically primitive. At this point a generic horizontal tandem has a vertical length
x2, where 2l2 − 1x2< 2l2+1 − 1. We perform a preliminary exam of the sub-array
A[P1 − l1 + 1 . . . P1 + 4l1 − 3, P2 . . . P2 + l2 − 1]: searching by GP, we look vertically
for all occurrences of B in this region of A. Note that if there is no such occurrence, this still
does not mean that the horizontal tandem root under consideration is vertically primitive.
To illustrate this point, consider an example array consisting of a single column, which is
obtained by transposing the row
D = ,
i.e., C = DT. Consider the block B =
T
. There is only one occurrence of B in
C, although C contains two vertical tandems T1 = ET1 and T2 = ET2 , where
E1 = and E2 = .
The centers of T1 and T2 belong to the occurrence of B in D. Thus, the example indicates
that if the vertical search exposes no other occurrence of B, then the only periodicities
possibly present are of the form (Zr)T = (ZZ . . . Z)T, i.e., they are such that portions of
the block B are contained in different replicas of some sub-array Z. We will call such kind
of periodicities short periodicities.
We divide the description of Round 2 into two phases: preparation and certiﬁcation.
3.2.2.1. Preparation. We analyze a number of cases and describe the preparation per-
formed in each. As we will see, short periodicities enter the discussion of all cases consid-
ered, but their speciﬁc management will be deferred till the end. Consider then the case in
which there are some other occurrences of B in the array A[P1 − l1 + 1 . . . P1 + 4l1 −
3, P2 . . . P2 + l2 − 1], and let v1, v2, . . . , vs be the starting rows for such replicas. We
distinguish two main cases.
(1) There are replicas that intersect B. Then B is periodic. We ﬁnd the period q of B and
extend this periodicity upwards and downwards, much as was done in the horizontal
search of Round 1. LetB∗ denote the extension thus obtained.As in Round 1, we obtain
corresponding -indices a (above B) and b (below B). If there is no other occurrence
belowB∗, thenwe look only for short periodicities related toB∗ (see end of description).
If, on the other hand, there are occurrences below B∗, let Bi0 , 1 i0s, denote the ﬁrst
one of them. We extend the periodicity of Bi0 upwards and downwards and obtain an
array B∗i0 and indices a and b with respect to the arrays B
∗ and B∗i0 , analogous to the
-indices introduced earlier. In addition to Bi0 , the array B∗i0 might contain occurrences
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from the list v1, v2, . . . , vs with an index larger than i0.We determine also the -indices
′a and 
′
b with respect to B∗ and B∗i0 , and then face one of the following.
• Subcase (a): If there is no other replica below B (i.e., if B∗i0 contains all occurrences
with an index larger than i0), then we look for short periodicities as well as for
periodicities containing both B and Bi0 .
• Subcase (b): If there are replicas below B∗i0 , then we extend the periodicity of the
ﬁrst one of them Bj0 upwards and downwards, thereby obtaining an array B∗j0 and
-indices a and b with respect to the arraysB∗i0 andB
∗
j0
. The arrayB∗j0 must contain
all the remaining occurrences from the list v1, v2, . . . , vs with an index larger than
j0. We also ﬁnd the -indices ′′a and 
′′
b with respect to B∗i0 and B
∗
j0
.
(2) There is no occurrence intersecting B. It is still possible that B is periodic. In analogy
to Case 1, we compute the smallest q, 2q l1 − 1, for which the ﬁrst l1 − q rows
of B equal the last l1 − q rows of B. This search takes O(l21 l2) time. The number q is
the period length of B. Note that if q = l1 , then clearly B is vertically primitive.
Having found the period length of B, we proceed as in Case 1 and sub-cases thereof. If
B is vertically primitive, we execute the same procedure except for the extension of the
array periodicity.
It remains to explain how short periodicities are found. The simplest example of a short
periodicity is provided by the extension B∗ in the case when B is a periodic array. Knowing
the period length q of B∗ and the periodicity bounds a and b, it is easy to test for
primitiveness, in constant time, every ﬁxed vertical sub-array of B∗.
In order to ﬁnd another short periodicity or a family of short periodicities, we look for
occurrences of the sub-blocks B1, B2, . . . , Bl1−1 obtained by arranging B. If no copies of
Bwere found, we look for the ﬁrst occurrence of Bi below B. If there is no one, then we can
conclude that all horizontal tandems discovered in Round 1 are tandems. If some copies
B1, . . . , Bs of B were found, then we look for the ﬁrst occurrence of the Bi’s in the array
consisting of the rows between B and B1.
Next we choose the occurrence corresponding to the sub-blockBi for which i is maximal.
Let this be the sub-block Bi0 . We ﬁnd the -indices a and b for Bi0 , as well as for the
corresponding sub-block of B, consisting of its ﬁrst i0 rows. Note that since i0 has been
chosen to be the maximal index for which there is a match, we have that b = i0 + 1. Using
these indices, we will ﬁnd the short periodicity or possibly a family of short periodicities,
if one exists.
We will describe the search mechanism in the most general Subcase (b). The other cases
are handled in a similar way.
We associate with the array A[P1 − l1 + 1 . . . P1 + 4l1 − 3, P2 . . . P2 + l2 − 1] a
string z¯ with the same periodicity structure as the array itself. Analogously to Round 1,
consider the columns to the left of B, namely those numbered P2 − l2 + 1, . . . , P2 − 1,
and lying between the rows numbered P1 and P1 + l1 − 1. We re-number these columns
starting from column P2 − 1, labeled f1, to column P2 − l2 + 1, labeled fp¯, where
p¯= l2 −2.Analogously, we re-number the columns to the right of B, starting from column
number P2 + l2 − 1, labeled g1, to column number P2 + 4l2 − 3, labeled gq¯ , where
q¯ = 3l2 − 3.
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Now consider the columns to the left and to the right of the arrays
A[v1 . . . vj0−1 + l1 − 1, P2 . . . P2 + l2 − 1] and
A[vj0 . . . vs + l1 − 1, P2 . . . P2 + l2 − 1].
Note that the last occurrence of B within the array B∗i0 is the block Bj0−1, which occurs at
position vj0−1. In the same way as above, we deﬁne columns f ′1, . . . , f ′¯p; f ′′1 , . . . , f ′′¯p and
g′1, . . . , g ′¯q ; g′′1 , . . . , g′′¯q , to the left and to the right of these arrays, respectively. Then we
arrange the arrays composed by these sets of columns and obtain the subarrays F1, . . . , Fp¯;
F ′1, . . . , F ′¯p; F ′′1 , . . . , F ′′¯p , and G1, . . . ,Gq¯ ; G′1, . . . ,G′¯q ;G′′1, . . . ,G′′¯q .
For every particular triplet of arrays Fi, F ′i , F ′′i we extend the periodicity of Fi , F ′i , and
F ′′i upwards and downwards to positions ia , 
i
b, 
i
a , 
i
b, 
i
a , 
i
b. We ﬁnd also the -indices
ia , 
i
b and 
i′
a , 
i′
b for the arrays Fi, F ′i and F ′i , F ′′i , respectively. Triplets Gj,G′j ,G′′j are
handled similarly.
With every vertical strip corresponding to the columns determined by Fi (resp. Gj ) and
stretching between the rows P1 − l1 + 1 and P1 + 4l1 − 3, we associate a string (col-
umn) f¯i (resp. g¯j ) with the same length and periodicity structure as the vertical periodicity
of the corresponding array. This concludes our preparation and we can move to the next
phase.
3.2.2.2. Certiﬁcation. Let (i, i′) be an arbitrary pair of rows within which some horizontal
tandems have been discovered. We claim that it sufﬁces to check for vertical primitiveness
only a constant number of roots. This is obvious if these horizontal tandems have been
found in the framework of Case 1, since in that case it sufﬁces to deal with one horizon-
tal tandem only. Suppose instead that families of horizontal tandems have been detected
in the framework of Case 2. From Lemma 4, we have that the synchronized horizontal
repetitions can contribute at most two families of horizontal tandems. In the case of un-
synchronized horizontal repetitions, bearing in mind Lemma 5, one can easily conclude
that it sufﬁces to check for vertical primitiveness an arbitrary unsynchronized horizontal
tandem root. (Remember that the root of the tandem is an extension of the horizontal period
of the block B.) Thus, it is sufﬁcient to check one element in each family of horizontal
repetitions.
Let a horizontal tandem root H spans columns from j to j ′. We decompose H into three
parts: the columns corresponding to B, those to the left of B, and those to the right of B.
Having computed the strings f¯i , g¯j , and z¯, we can obtain the substrings f˜i , g˜j , and z˜ corre-
sponding to the three parts ofH. Using GP search, we determine the periodicity of the array
J consisting of f˜i , g˜j , and z˜ and then ﬁnd the corresponding ’s, ’s, ’s, and ’s. Finally,
we associate with the array J a string g with the same vertical length and periodicity as the
one of J.
Now, we can check by GP in O(l2) time if this string is periodic. Notice that, unless
the string is a short periodicity, it can only be a square or a cube (i.e., a string of the form
(z2)T = (zz)T or (z3)T = (zzz)T, where the sub-string z is primitive).
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3.2.3. Complexity of the algorithm
There are O(n2/(l1 l2)) sub-stages in stage (1, 2).We showed that one sub-stage takes
O(l21 l2) time. Then the total time complexity amounts to
O


log n∑
1=1
log n∑
2=1
n2
l1 l2
l21 l2

= O


log n∑
1=1
log n∑
2=1
n2l1


=O


log n∑
1=1
n2 log nl1

= O(n3 log n).
Since the overall time complexity of the algorithm matches the lower bound for the number
of tandems of Type 1, then the algorithm is optimal.
The preceding discussion also contains all the ingredients for the detection of Type 2
tandems in optimal O(n4) time. As mentioned, the details of that construction are left for
exercise. This concludes the discussion of Theorem 2.
4. Concluding remarks
We have presented optimal algorithms for detecting all positioned tandems in an (n×n)-
array. By serialization of constructions in [9], it is possible to test the tandem-freedom
of an (n × n)-array in O(n2 log n) time for tandems of Type 1 and O(n2log2n) time
for tandems of Type 2. Thus, in 2D, the exhaustive discovery appears to be a harder
problem than the simple test for freedom, in contrast with what happens in the linear
case of strings, where both problems require in the general case the same optimal time
O(n log n).
Studies in theory of words interfere with research on digital lines and planes in image
analysis and digital geometry. For instance, the well-known Sturmian words represent dis-
cretizations of irrational straight lines (see, e.g., [20]). In recent years, 2D extensions of
Sturmian words and related digital ﬂatness matters have been studied by several authors
(see, e.g., [8,11,12,16,25] and the bibliography therein). Any digital plane can be repre-
sented by an inﬁnite 2D array on two- or three-letter alphabets. The periodicity types of
binary plane representations have been recently studied in [11] by employing well-known
deﬁnitions of 2D periodicity and related results from [1].
An important problem in image analysis is to recognize whether a given set of points
constitutes a portion of a digital plane. In [21], an algorithm is presented which solves the
problem by exploiting certain properties of “combinatorial pieces” of digital planes that
appear to be 1D Sturmian words. As discussed in [8,25], some properties of 2D Sturmian
words might be instrumental in designing truly 2D algorithms for digital plane recogni-
tion. In this regard, a challenging task is to look for properties that characterize 2D arrays
corresponding to digital planes.
Work in progress aims at utilizing our tandem detection algorithm for the purposes of
compressed encoding of 2D arrays, in particular, those representing digital planes.
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